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by L. Davenport
TrackX and SliceX are plug-ins that are accessed from within Final Cut Pro X. Both TrackX and SliceX come with on-screen tools 

that makes it easy to quickly grab the needed tool. Both use the (Academy Award winning) Mocha planar tracking engine that lets you track 
the motion of an object or person within a video clip.

Here is a short run-down of the available tools and features for each plug-in: 

TrackX
TrackX is found in Final Cut Pro X’s Generators Browser, and it contains 3 plugins:

1. Simple Tracker: After tracking an object as it moves within a video clip, you can attach dynamic titles, arrows, or objects to the tracked 
item. So if the tracked object or person moves, the attached text or object moves right along with it as the video plays. 

There are preference “Offsets” which let you scale and position your title or object. You can also use key-frames if you want to increase or 
decrease the size of the title over time.

The Simple Tracker’s “Properties” preferences 
includes settings to fade your title in or out.

2. Track Layer: This lets you replace a tracked 
area with another video clip plus the 
replacement video will move in perspective as 
the original video plays. For example, you can 
outline and then replace a sign on the side of a 
bus that is moving out of view. Or you can 
replace a sign on the side of a building with a 
video clip - not unlike the big video signs that 
sometimes appear in sci-fi movies. There are 
scale and positions sliders that you can use to 
perfectly match the edges of the tracked item. 

If your replacement video blocks something 
that should appear in the foreground (like a 
light post or sign), there are masking tools that 
can be used to mask out the light post or sign. 
Afterward you simply need to invert the 
mask and the foreground light post or sign 
is now visible.

3. Track Text: You can attach text to an tracked area that is moving in perspective in your video. This 
differs from the Simple Tracker in that, with Simple Tracker, you must import your text into the video 
whereas the Track Text plug-in has its own Text Editor. This editor comes with the standard 
font, color, Text Margin, Line Spacing, and Shadow options that you would find in a 
stand-alone text editor.

SliceX
SliceX lets video editors create shape masks that uses the Mocha planar tracking engine to track 

to objects found within a video clip. These mask can be used to remove unwanted items/persons 
from the video, add depth-of-field effects, etc. SliceX is found in Final Cut Pro X’s Effects Browser and 
comes with 8 plug-ins. Here is a short description/explanation of each plug-in:
1. Blur Shape Mask - You can place a blur over a face, sign, license plate, etc. to make the person 

unidentifiable or the sign unreadable. The included tracking will make the blur follow the person as he/
she walks in to and out of the camera’s view.

2. Pixelate Shape Mask - This is similar to the Blur Shape Mask that is used to obscure things or people. It 
differs in that instead of using a blur, it places pixilation (small resizable boxes) over the person or item.

This screenshot shows me using Track Text to add name and price labels to a row of 
vases. Notice that not only does the text remain positioned over the vases, but the text 
also fades in and out as each vase moves to the center of the screen (see the name and 

price faintly appearing at the neck of the green vase).

SliceX’s  eight Plug-ins
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3. Color Correct Shape Mask - You can use this to change the color of items, such as a lady's hair, lipstick, or even shoes.
4. Depth of Field Shape Mask - This adds a blur to the foreground and/or the background so that the viewer’s attention is focused 

on the unaffected area.
5. Object Remover - this can remove an object from the screen by cloning or replacing it with the surrounding area. 
6. Shape Mask Layer - You can use this to cut out portions of your video clip so that an underlying video clip will show through. For example, 

if you have a video clip taken down the middle of the road with buildings on either side, but only blue sky at the end of the road - you can 
cut away the blue sky and replace it with a clip of a building or some other object.

7. Skinfix Shape Mask - This removes harsh highlights and softens minor imperfections to smooth the face or skin of an individual. At the 
same time it leaves the hair, eyebrows and face details unaffected. 

8. Vignette Shape Mask - A Vignette is a reduction of an image's brightness or saturation at the outer edges of your screen 
compared to the image at the center of the screen. Vignette Shape Mask comes with twelve preset shapes (that are not just confined 
to the outer edges of your screen). All of the shapes have movable points so you can customize 
the exact vignette shape that you want.

Below are only two of the many tests that I performed when I was learning to use these effects 
and generators:

Test #1:
• I took a short video of a wall in a home. As I panned from left to right, a painting 

came into and then out of view.
• After I brought the video clip into Final Cut Pro, I applied the Track Layer 

Generator to it and then I drew a selection rectangle around the actual painting 
(not the frame).

• I tapped the “Track forward” button. Slowly, frame-by-frame Track Layer played 
the video. All the while the selection rectangle resized and followed the movement 
of the painting as it moved from right to left in my video clip.

• Finally, I drug a second video clip into the TrackX’s “Image Well” which instantly 
replaced the painting with the video. So when the video of the wall is 
played and the painting’s frame comes into view, it is filled with the second 
video clip. This was very simple to do.

Test #2:
I was able to use SliceX’s “Shape Mask Layer”, TrackX’s “Track Layer,” and Final Cut 

Pro X’s “Luma Keyer” to remove a dull “Blown Out” (all white) sky with a 2D image of a 
blue sky containing high scattered clouds. After tweaking the color settings to make the 
fake sky match the buildings below it - you couldn’t tell the sky wasn’t part of the original 
video clip.

If you are interested, check out these videos to see a few examples where people have 
used TrackX and SliceX: http://vimeo.com/84374986, http://vimeo.com/84596445, 
and http://vimeo.com/83968857. Or do a search for SliceX and TrackX (in Vimeo) to 
find actual tutorials.

                                                                      The Skinny
Evaluation: This is a nice set of tools that would fit well in any amateur or pro’s video tool-bag. I like how easy it was to use. But the few times I 
did have a problem, Coremelt’s tech support was very helpful. BTW: I found all of the TrackX and SliceX video tutorials (on Vimeo) very helpful 
in learning this program (I replicated each step until I came up with the same results as the tutorials showed).

Requires: Final Cut Pro X

Company: CoreMelt

Price: TrackX: $99  SliceX: $99  TrackX & SliceX bundle: $149

Available 15 day trial for: TrackX  or  SliceX

Test 2: I used TrackX & SliceX to replace a blown-
out sky (that’s all white) with a still image of a 

blue sky.  After tweaking the sky’s color to match 
the rest of the video, you can’t tell it isn’t the 

original sky.

Test 1: I replaced the painting at the top 
with a video clip.
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